
Exhibition Chairperson's Job Description 
The one overall most important task of the Exhibition Chairperson is to 
encourage participation and volunteerism from the membership in the 
carrying out of exhibitions.  
  
The Chairperson must insure that the following duties are handled.  The 
actual completion of the tasks may be done by members of the committee, 
member volunteers or in some cases, gallery staff. 
1. Securing NWDC exhibition opportunities 
2. Organizing and ensuring that exhibition logistics are taken care of 
a. Assembly of an exhibition team when required 
b. Supplying information, guidelines and due dates to the 

membership 
                                                               i.      Image and submittal requirements 
c. Transporting of work 
d. Organizing teams to hang and remove exhibitions when required 
                                                               i.      gathering and formatting artist statements and 

contact info 
e. Maintaining an artist/work inventory 
3. Encouraging member participation in exhibitions 
4. Encouraging member participation in taking part in the planning and 

carrying out of exhibitions 
e. Maintaining a well-rounded exhibition committee that can help to 

facilitate exhibitions and to assist members that would like to 
lead up an exhibition 

f. Maintaining an open dialogue with NWDC membership, making 
them not only artists that put work in shows, but artists that 
take part in shows in every sense. 

5. Ensure that reasonable exhibition guidelines are followed. 
6. Request an annual exhibition budget. 
7. Attend board meetings 
8. The chairperson must have good communication skills, including 

telephone and email.  Writing tasks, such as for NWDC newsletter 
and proposals is desirable but may also be delegated to cheerful 
volunteers. 

9. Interfacing with other NWDC chairpersons and volunteers whose 
tasks have impact on exhibitions (slide bank, treasurer, PR) 

10. You must be a paid member in NWDC to participate in 
exhibitions.  There may be special shows that are invitational as 



approved by the board. 

  

  
Description and Duties of the Exhibition Committee 
By far, the experience of the committee is critical to the job and will inform 
the decisions the exhibition chairman makes. 
1. The committee will advise the Exhibition Chairman 
2. The committee should be a flexible entity where members can come 

and go as their lives dictate.  It is felt that more participation will 
occur if artists know that they are not locked into a responsibility for 
an extended period of time.  Any NWDC member is welcome to join 
the committee. 

3. The committee should work towards becoming a facilitator of 
exhibitions in that it should make itself available to assist NWDC 
members in following through on NWDC exhibition plans that they 
themselves come up with. 

  
Limitations of the Exhibition Committee 
  
Any gallery owner/manager may refuse to display work for any reason 
including but not limited to content, quality or ridiculous fragility. 
A gallery owner may refuse to return ship a work if the gallery staff 
cannot figure out how to pack it for safe shipping.  The exhibition team 
must then step in to assist. 

  
  
  
Exhibition Guidelines 
  

Exhibition Locations 
Contact new exhibit locations, but also maintain contact with previous 
locations and attempt to organize/schedule perennial or biennial 
exhibits.  (Avoid re-inventing the wheel) 

  
Exhibition Themes 
Some of the membership has shown, in the past, a preference for un-
themed shows.  The committee has recognized that exhibitions tend to 
be more interesting and intellectually provocative when they have a 
distinct theme.  Although themes do limit artists, they do make for 
better shows and the membership has shown interest and definite 



abilities in meeting exhibition themes.  With a very wide range of 
mediums and working styles, un-themed shows tend to be unfocused 
displays of very good art. 
  

1.       There should be un-themed shows on occasion. 
2.       The committee should strive to achieve a balance with 

themes that are interesting to the public, yet not so limiting as 
to lock large portions of the membership out of participation. 

3.       A future goal should be to have enough exhibitions that 
NWDC medium specific exhibitions are possible without 
leaving members feeling left out. 

4.       A future goal should be to have enough exhibitions that tight 
and focused themes can be proposed with the goal of causing 
interest with national publications and art critics. 

  
Breakage 
Members will not hold NWDC volunteers liable for accidental breakage, 
nor the organization itself, during delivery and hanging of shows.  The 
Exhibition Chairman shall grant authority to volunteers in charge of 
delivering NWDC artwork to refuse to accept poorly packaged artwork. 
  
Call for entries will relay whether the galleries used by NWDC have 
breakage/loss insurance for the period of the exhibition. 
  
  
Shipping 
Artists that ship their work directly to a gallery shall pay shipping in 
both directions by including return shipping with their artwork.  They 
must include detailed packing instructions. 
  
Artists that ship their work to an NWDC volunteer facilitating delivery to 
the gallery shall pay the delivery cost.  The return shipping will be paid 
for by NWDC. 
  
The Exhibition Chairman and team shall encourage the carpooling of 
artwork to minimize shipping costs and logistics. 
  
Expenses 
  
As the exhibition budget is the responsibility of the Exhibition 
Chairman, any NWDC exhibition team should clear any exhibition 
expenses through the Exhibition Chairman. 

 


